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Abstract. Micropayments are one of the challenges in cryptocurrencies.
The problems in realizing micropayments in the blockchain are the low
throughput and the high blockchain transaction fee. As a solution, de-
centralized probabilistic micropayment has been proposed. The winning
amount is registered in the blockchain, and the tickets are issued to be
won with probability p, which allows us to aggregate approximately 1/p
transactions into one. Unfortunately, existing solutions do not allow for
ticket transferability, and the smaller p, the more difficult it is to use them
in the real world. We propose a novel decentralized probabilistic micro-
payment Transferable Scheme. It allows tickets to be transferable among
users. By allowing tickets to be transferable, we can make p smaller. We
also propose a novel Proportional Fee Scheme. This is a scheme where
each time a ticket is transferred, a portion of the blockchain transaction
fee will be charged. With the proportional fee scheme, users will have the
advantage of sending money with a smaller fee than they would generally
send through the blockchain. For example, sending one dollar requires
only ten cents.

Keywords: blockchain · micropayment · transferability · tamper-
proof wallet.

1 Introduction

Micropayments are minimal payments, e.g., less than $1, and can be used in
a wide range of applications, such as per-page billing in e-book and deliver
contents billed per minute. However, it is challenging to realize micropayments
in the blockchain.

The problems in realizing micropayments in the blockchain are the low through-
put and the high blockchain transaction fee. Since the capacity of each block is
fixed, miners give priority to transactions that can generate high fees and put
off micropayment transactions with low fees. In addition, the blockchain trans-
action fees do not depend on the amount of money to be transferred. Thus, the
blockchain transaction fees can be relatively small for high-value transfers but
high for micropayments.

The above problems can be solved by Layer-two [6]. Instead of registering
all transactions in the blockchain, Layer-two aggregates small transactions into
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a few larger ones, which can increase transaction throughput and reduce trans-
action fees. Decentralized probabilistic micropayments have been proposed as
one of the methods for Layer-two. It is a lottery-based scheme, the amount of
required payments is locked in an escrow, and micropayments are issued as lot-
tery tickets. Let the winning amount be β, and the winning probability is p,
the expected value per lottery ticket is p · β, and the ticket is used as currency.
Probabilistic micropayments allow us to aggregate the entire transactions by
approximately p. As an example, if 10, 000 transactions are to be processed by
a probabilistic micropayments scheme, only 10, 000 · p will be registered in the
blockchain.

Almashaqbeh et al. have proposed MicroCash [2] which is a lightweight proto-
col for non-interactive and sequential payments. The disadvantage of MicroCash
is that the game theory guarantees safety against double-spending attacks. Thus,
the penalty escrow, which is confiscated with the double-spending attack is dis-
covered, is expensive. As an example, when m = 5 and Bescrow = 2000, the
penalty escrow is Bpenalty = 477.6. In addition, tickets can only be sent once by
the ticket issuer; in other words, the tickets can not be transferable.

As MicroCash, when safety is constructed using an only game-theoretic ap-
proach, considering penalty escrow, the number of beneficiary users who can
receive the ticket, u, is realistically constrained to about 5. If we make u large,
we need to make the penalty escrow large in proportion to u. As an alternative
plan, if we assume the situation that the users can not commit malicious activ-
ity, such as tamper-resistant assumption, u can be large without penalty escrow.
However, the smaller p is, the higher the gambling potential becomes and the
less the payee can use it for actual economic transactions. If many tickets with a
minimal winning probability are sent and not winning, the beneficiary merchants
can not make any income. This is because if the ticket can not be transferable,
the payee will not earn any income unless the ticket they received wins. The
smaller p, the more the opportunity to get an income is lost.

If the ticket is transferable, p can be reduced. The payees does not lose any-
thing since the ticket can be used to pay others even if the ticket is not won.
However, it is challenging to achieve transferability with existing solutions. Since
if the ticket is transferable, the double-spending attacks can be performed by the
issuer and all users. Requiring game-theoretically guaranteed penalty escrow for
all users is practically undesirable because of high collateral costs. Suppose the
ticket transfer is limited to a tamper-proof device, malicious activities that de-
viate from the protocol can be prevented, and transferability can be achieved
without the need for high penalty escrow.

1.1 Contribution

We propose a novel decentralized probabilistic micropayments, Transferable Scheme,
which allows tickets to be transferable among users. Instead of a game-theoretic
approach, we introduce a tamper-proof assumption, which states that all users
can only issue, send, and receive tickets through tamper-proof wallets created
by trusted manufactures.
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Theoretically, users are not able to perform double-spending attacks through
tamper-proof wallets. However, it is not possible to assume tamper-proof com-
pletely. In reality, a tamper-proof device can be broken, and a double-spending
attack can be performed. For this reason, in this study, instead of assuming a
tamper-proof wallet and eliminating the need for penalty escrow, we force adver-
saries to weigh the cost of breaking a tamper-proof wallet against the maximum
expected value that can be obtained from the attack. As long as the expected
value does not exceed the cost, there will be no incentives for an adversary to
perform the attack. Furthermore, we propose a mechanism to detect the attack
with probability p = 1, and that the adversary’s wallet address is unavailable
when the attack is detected. This creates a need for an adversary to weigh the
cost of breaking the wallet against the expected utility gain of a single attack.

Furthermore, we propose a novel Proportional Fee Scheme. This scheme is
where each user who sends and receives a ticket bears a small portion of the
blockchain transaction fee required when the ticket is won. This makes it possible
for payment with a smaller fee than in the blockchain.

1.2 Organization of This Paper

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 surveys the works related to our
proposed scheme. Section 3 outlines our payment scheme, and Section 4 presents
the ticket winning condition. In Section 5 we introduce our new payment fee
scheme, ”Proportional Fee Scheme,” and Section 5 presents the security design.

2 Background

Payment Channels and Networks The payment channel establishes a pri-
vate, peer-to-peer transmission protocol. Based on pre-defined rules, two parties
can agree to update their state and transfer money by exchanging authenticated
state transitions in a so-called ’off-chain’ fashion.

In order to conduct a transaction on Payment Channel, two parties must
first register a shared 2-of-2 multi-sig escrow fund in the blockchain and es-
tablish the channel. The payment channel enables the two parties to perform
transactions through private communications. After the sending and receiving
are completed in the channel, the final fixed value is registered in the blockchain.
Only two transactions are registered in the blockchain per channel, escrow fund
transaction, and final fixed value. A payer can send money to a user who has
not established a channel with the payer through the Payment Network between
users who have established a channel. For example, suppose Alice sends 0.1 coins
to Charlie, who has not established a channel with Alice. First, Alice sends 0.1
coins to Bob, whom Alice has a channel. Next, Bob sends 0.1 coins to Charlie,
whom Bob has a channel.

Unfortunately, the payment channel and the network have the disadvantage
of high collateral cost [8]. Each time a channel is established, escrow is required
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between two parties. Also, the longer the payment network path, the more re-
serves are required and locked. Since the reserves can not be used during the
locktime periods, the reserves represent a lost opportunity. Furthermore, in a
payment network, a fee is charged for each pass through the nodes. It is imprac-
tical to adopt a payment network for micropayments since it is undesirable to
incur the cost for each node.

Probabilistic micropayment The idea of probabilistic micropayments has
been proposed by Wheeler [12] and Rivest [10]. Since small payments would
be costly if settled each time, they proposed a lottery-style protocol where the
ticket issuer deposit a large amount of money in the bank, and the winner could
receive the money if they won. The lottery tickets can be used as currency, and
the value per ticket is regarded as the expected value of the ticket. In this scheme,
the existence of a bank is mandatory, and participants are limited to people who
have a relationship with the bank.

MICROPAY [9] and DAM [4] have been proposed as decentralized probabilis-
tic micropayments using blockchain. Since both have a large overhead of sup-
porting sequential micropayments, Almashaqbeh et al. have proposed MicroCash
which is a light-weight protocol for non-interactive and sequential payments.

The drawback of existing solutions is that the lottery ticket can only be
sent from the ticket issuer to the recipient. Also, because of game-theoretic sup-
pression of double-spending attacks, the penalty escrow increases proportionally
with the number of recipients. Furthermore, the smaller the probability of win-
ning p, the higher the gambling potentials becomes, and the more unstable the
income-earning opportunity for the recipient.

Secure offline payment The double-spending attack on fast payment is one
of the fatal architectural problems in cryptocurrencies [7]. Dmitrienko et al.
proposed an offline fast payment scheme that relies on tamper-proof wallets pro-
duced by trustworthy manufacturers. However, their scheme requires a trusted
online time-stamp server. Takahashi et al. [11] overcome this drawback and pro-
posed a protocol that allows secure offline payment using tamper-proof device
wallet.

3 Ticket Transfer Overview

This section presents the design of our transferable scheme. We start with an
outline of the lottery ticket transaction, followed by a detailed description of
each part.

3.1 Outline

The outline of the system is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Overall Design

Step 1, The issuer issues a smart contract escrow account ε and registers
and confirms that ε has been registered in the blockchain. Step 2, The issuer
issues the ticket τ for probabilistic micropayments and sends it to a user. The
payee verifies that the ticket came from a legitimate wallet and that the escrow
account is properly registered in the blockchain. If there is no problem, the user
receives the ticket and returns the service or product to the payer. Then, the
payee signs the ticket with his wallet and sends it to another user. Step 3, If
the ticket received meets the requirements for winning, the ticket is sent to the
escrow account ε.

The sequence of procedures in this scheme, such as ticket issuance and pay-
ment with the ticket, is done using a tamper-proof wallet.

Tamper-proof wallet The premise is that all users participating in the trans-
ferable scheme have tamper-proof hardware wallets.

The wallet consists of a tamper-proof device manufactured by a trusted man-
ufacturer. It does not accept any unauthorized operation that deviates from the
protocol, such as double-spent tickets.

There are two keys in the wallet. One is a key for personal use key pairs
(skWX , PKWX ) for sending and receiving the ticket, we denote the hash value of
PKWX be the ”address” associated with the wallet owner. The other is a secret
key skT used to prove that the ticket was created and sent from a legitimate
wallet. Additionally, the wallet owner possesses a certificate certT corresponding
to the private key skT .

3.2 Escrow Setup

The flow diagram is shown in Figure 2. The issuer X requests a new account
wX from the wallet (Step 1), then create the escrow transaction τl transferring β
coins from the account x to the wallet address wX and commit it to the networks
(Step 2). As soon as τl is verified and integrated into the Blockchain network in
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wX ← hash(PKWX )
1. wX

τl ← Sign(skX ;x→ wX , β)

2. τl

Confirm τl with Bi

3. Bi

4. τl, Bi

τ0 ← Sign(skWX ;wX → ·, β)
ε← Sign(skWX ; (β, h0, τ0, p, µ))

5. τ0, ε, status
6. τ0, ε

Blockchain Network
B

Issuer X
β, x,PKX , skX

X’ Wallet WX

PKWX , skWX , skT

Fig. 2: Escrow Setup

a block, say Bi, X takes Bi (Step 3), and provides τl and Bi to WX (Step 4). W
create the escrow account ε. Then, sends it to X with status (Step 5). Finally,
X sends τ0 and ε to the Blockchain network. 1

3.3 Payment with Lottery Ticket

The flow diagram is shown in Figure 3. In the payment with lottery ticket phase,
the payee Y sends PKWY (Step 1). The wallet WX creates a ticket τ1 and signs it
with the private key skWX , and signs the ticket τ1 with the wallet manufacturer’s
private key skT . The wallet WX sends ticket τ1, proof1, and certT to the payee’
wallet WY (Step 2). If all checks succeed, Y stores τ1, proof1, and replies to
WX with the status (Step 3). If the payee Y wants to send the received ticket
to another user, the same procedure is followed from Step 1.

3.4 Ticket Winning and Revocation

The flow diagram is shown in 4. If τ ∈ win, Y sends τ and proof to the contract
account ε (Step 1). If τ is both valid and eligible, the escrow account ε signs the
escrow transaction τ0 with wY as the destination. The payee Y observes the
blockchain network and periodically updates its local chain and confirms τ0 is
valid (Step 2).

1 The wallet does not check the validity of the escrow transaction τ0 and ε. Payees
will reject the ticket which is not transferred from ε.
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1. PKWY

wY ← hash(PKWY )
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Fig. 3: Payment with Lottery Tickets

if τ ∈ win
1. τ, proof

if τ is eligible and valid
τ0 ← Sign(skWX ;wX → wY , β)

else reject
2. τo

wait until τo ∈ VC′dk
Y

3. τ is double-spent ticket

τr ← Sign(skY ; proof, cancel τ)

4. τr

Later T issues
τZ = Sign(skZ ; z → y, (1− q)jβ)

after investigation of τr.
Deactivate the adversary’s wallet.

5. τZ

Blockchain Network
B

Payee Y’s Wallet WY

τ, proof, PKY , skY

Insurer Z
PKZ , skZ

Fig. 4: Ticket redemption and double-spending wallet revocation protocol
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If τ is one of the double-spent tickets created by a double-spending attack,
the contract account ε shows that τ is double-spend one (Step 3). 2 Y initiates
revocation by creating a revocation transaction τr = Sign(skY ; proof, cancel τ)
and send it to Insurer Z (Step 4). Z investigate τr and in order to compensate
Y for the damage, issues τZ then committed to the Bitcoin network (Step 5). 3

4 Ticket Winning Condition

– C: a blockchain.
– U : a set of users.
– X,Y ∈ U : (typically, X as a payer, Y as a payee).
– l: the number of double-spent (duplicated) tickets by an adversary
– ε: escrow account which has several fields: (β, h0, τ0, p, µ)

• β: the lottery winning amount
• h0: the block height containing the escrow account
• τ0: escrow creation transaction
• p: the probability for determining of winning a ticket
• µ: the fixed number to calculate the winning ticket(∈ N)

– τ : a lottery ticket which has several fields : (A,B, τpre, σ)
• A: a sender
• B: a receiver
• τpre: a reference to a previous ticket or to an escrow account ε
• σ: signature by a sender

– Φ: the cost of breaking a tamper-proof hardware wallet
– γ: the blockchain transaction fee

4.1 Structure of the ticket

This section describes the structure of the lottery ticket and the design of the
ticket winning method. If the ticket is transferable, a blockchain transaction fee
is charged when the ticket is won and registered in the blockchain. We intro-
duce a scheme where users who send and receive the ticket share the blockchain
transaction fee little by little.

Definition 1. A lottery tickets τ consists of a fivefold:(
A,B, τpre, σ

W , σT , certT
)

(1)

where A and B are accounts of a sender and a receiver, respectively. τpre is a
reference to a previous ticket or to an escrow account ε. A pair of signatures,
σW and σT , is a multi-signature, where σW is signed with a signing key tied with
a sender’s account and σT is signed with a tamper-proof device’s signing key to
2 Double-spending attacks can be perfectly detected, and the adversary’s address is

discovered. See section 6.
3 The compensated amount is the same as the return when received the ticket. See

section 5 for the value of a ticket when it is in transfer.
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prove that the signing device is trusted verifiable with a certificate certT issued
by a trusted manufacturer. We denote by σA to denote a signature signed by A.
The escrow account ε further contains (β, h0, τ0, p, µ) to specify the parameters
of the transferable transaction, where β is the ticket winning amount, and h0

is the block height to specify particular VDF values. τ0 is the escrow creation
transaction. p is the probability for determining of winning a ticket. µ is a fixed
value used to determine the winning ticket.

For readability, we write a ticket τ as:

τ = (A → B, τpre)X . (2)

We define |τ | the ”number of generations” of τ , which is the length of the
sequence from ε to τ . For example, |τ | = n if there exists a sequence τ1, . . . , τn−1

such that ε ≺ τ1 ≺ τ2 ≺ · · · ≺ τn−1 ≺ τ . We define |τ | = ∞ if no such sequence
exists 4. To write compactly, we denote by τi the i-th generation of τ .

Definition 2 (Transferred transaction). Two tickets τi = (A → B, τpre)X
and τi+1 =

(
A′ → B′, τ ′pre

)
X′ are said to be transferred if and only if following

properties satisfies:
H(τi) = τ ′pre
A = X, B = A′ = X ′

certTX′ is trustworthy
multi-signature σW

X′ and σT
X′ are valid

(3)

Then, we write τi ≺ τi+1.

We write τi Î τi+n if there exists a sequence of ordered lottery tickets τ ′1 ≺
. . . ≺ τ ′n for n ≥ 1 and they satisfy τi ≺ τ ′1 and τ ′n ≺ τi+n. In the case where
τ has no previous lottery tickets, the ticket is called a ’genesis’ ticket. For the
genesis tickets τ1 tied to an escrow account ε, we specially denote by ε ≺ τ1 so
that a lottery tickets are simply written as:

ε ≺ τ1 ≺ τ2 ≺ . . . ≺ τn. (4)

Definition 3. A lottery tickets τ is said to be valid with respect to a blockchain
C for some security parameter k if and only if there exists an escrow account ε
and a sequence of transactions τ1, . . . , τn such that

ε ∈ Cdk and ε ≺ τ1 ≺ . . . ≺ τn ≺ τ. (5)

Cdk denotes the set of blocks that are k or more blocks before the beginning
of the blockchain. This notion is borrowed from Garay et al [5].
4 For practical purposes, we assume that the height of τ can only be measured when

all tickets in the sequence from ε to τ are given. Even if such sequence exists, the
height of τ is considered to be∞ unless the entire sequence is specifically presented.
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4.2 Ticket Winning Condition

This section describes the design of the ticket winnings.

Definition 4. τi,v is said to be win if and only if the following properties satisfies:

win =
{
τv

∣∣ p : H (VDF(h0 + v · µ)) < D for all v ∈ N
}

(6)

where v is the number of generations of τ and µ is the fixed number specified in
the escrow account ε.

h0 is registered in ε, which specifies the block height at which ε would be reg-
istered. The probability p is calculated using a simple Verifiable Delay Function
(VDF) [3]. The calculation can be done after a certain period of time has elapsed
from when the ticket is transferred according to the number of generations. For
example, if a ticket with h0 = 100, µ = 5, and v = 3 is received, the VDF value
will be known when the block height of 115 is confirmed.

As described in the next subsection 5, even though the ticket meets the
requirements win, the ticket may be used as payment instead of getting the
winning amount β. If a ticket τ ∈ win has already been transferred, the user
with the most recent ownership can get the winning amount β.

Definition 5. τv is said to be eligible if and only if the following properties
satisfies:

eligible =
{
τv′

∣∣ τv′ = max({τv′′ |v′′ ≥ v})
}

(7)

eligible ticket will be considered as the final winning ticket. Thus, the user
who has the eligible ticket can get β from the escrow account ε.

5 Proportional Fee Scheme

τ1

(1 − q)β

Ticket issuer u1 u2 ui ui+1

τ2

(1 − q)2β

τi

(1 − q)iβ

τi+1

(1 − q)i+1β

τ3

(1 − q)3β
· · ·

Fig. 5: Proportional Fee Scheme

In this section, we consider the blockchain transaction fee to transfer the
winning amount to the winner’s address and the value of the ticket in the transfer
process.

In our transferable scheme, it is not beneficial for the issuer to bear the
blockchain transaction fee. Since when the issuer bears the blockchain transac-
tion fee, the amount available for payment is β − γ, which does not provide any
advantage for the issuer to use the transferable scheme.
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We propose a novel Proportional Fee Scheme. The process is depicted in
Figure 5. This scheme is where each time a payer transfers a ticket, the payer
borne the fee based on the number of generations of the ticket. When a payer
sends τj to the payee, in return, the payee gives goods or services worth (1−q)jβ.

Definition 6 (Proportional fee scheme). Let q be the lottery ticket transac-
tion fee rate. Suppose a payer sends a ticket τi, in return the payee gives goods
or services worth (1 − q)iβ to the sender. The fees borne by the payment is
(1− q)i−1qβ.

Specifically, the fee for each payment is τi−1−τi = (1−q)i−1qβ, and the profit
(income − expenditure) when τi = eligible is β −

(
τi + γ) = (1− (1− q)i

)
β − γ

where γ is the blockchain transaction fee.
Suppose the ticket satisfies the win condition before the accumulated fees

exceed the blockchain transaction fee γ. In this case, the user may decide whether
to send it to the blockchain network and get β or transfer the ticket to another
user as payment. Specifically, the user can profit from the eligible ticket by getting
the winning amount β under the following condition:(

1− (1− q)i
)
β > γ. (8)

If the ticket satisfies the win condition is transferred to another user, the ticket
is distributed as eligible and can be sent to the blockchain in any subsequent
generation. Naturally, the ticket will be sent to the blockchain network in the
generation that satisfies the equation 8.

This scheme has the advantage that the payment fee can be smaller than
the blockchain transaction fee. The average transaction fee for cryptocurrencies,
especially Bitcoin, is around $11 to $15 [1].

In our transferable scheme, let β = $100, p = 1
100 and q = 1

10 , the ticket
value per generation is depicted in Figure 6. As we can see from Figure 6b, the
value of the ticket falls below $1 from approximately i = 50. Figure 7 shows the
frequency of the fee, and we can see that there are more than 50 transactions
whose value is less than $1. Since the fee per payment is roughly q = 1

10 , the fee
for a $1 transfer is about 10 cents.

Both the existing Lottery scheme and our Transferable scheme can aggregate
blockchain transactions by the winning probability p. The difference is that our
transferable scheme does not increase the gambling potential, even makes the
winning probability p smaller. In the existing scheme, the smaller p is, the lower
the probability that the payee will win the ticket, which makes the income more
unstable for the payees. In our transferable scheme, even if the ticket is not
winning, the payee can use it for payment by paying a smaller fee than the
blockchain transaction fee.

There is a concern that the sizeable winning amount β decreases the velocity
of the ticket. This is because if there is a large gap between the winning amount
β and the value of the ticket, the profit of winning β−γ will be more significant.
Therefore, it is best for recipients to decide whether to use the ticket for payment
after confirming their winnings, which causes the velocity of the ticket to be slow.
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The solution is not to make the winning amount β too high. In addition, if we
set the winning amount β to a value almost equal to the blockchain transaction
fee γ, the profit of winning will be very small; thus, the velocity of the ticket will
not be affected.

6 Security Design

As far as the tamper-resistant assumption holds, double-spending attacks can
not be performed theoretically. However, in reality, the tamper-proof hardware
wallet could be broken, leading to double-spending attacks. Thus, instead of
requiring a penalty escrow, we design security from the perspective of whether
the utility an adversary can gain from the attack exceeds the cost of breaking
the tamper-resistant hardware.

Definition 7 (κ-tamper proof). A device is called κ-tamper proof if it satisfies
the following conditions:

1. tamper-proof hardware is the hardware that prevents an adversary from steal-
ing and changing stored data.

2. the device is either completely broken/tampered or working perfectly with
probability κ and (1− κ), respectively 5.

3. broken/tampered is a state in which all confidential information inside the
device, including the private key, has been leaked to the adversary.

We assume each device is in a state either completely broken/tampered or
working perfectly. They occur with probabilities κ and (1− κ), respectively. As
long as the behavior is observed from outside, it is not possible to distinguish
between a device that is operating correctly and a device that adversary control
the correct device who have an access to its internal key.

Ticket issuer
A

l

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·
...

· · ·

...

Fig. 8: Double-spending Attack

5 In reality, the adversaries are biased, but we assume it can not be distinguishable
from a legitimate user from outside.
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Double-spending Attack Double-spending attacks are an attack that makes a
profit by duplicating and double-spending the received ticket. In our transferable
scheme, we assume that the adversary breaks the κ-tamper proof and receives or
issues tickets then transfers with different addresses (wallets). We call the tickets
created by the double-spending attacks ”duplicated.”

In our transferable scheme, we assume an adversary can gain profit up to l ·β
where l is the number of duplicated tickets. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

6.1 Detection Methods

This section describes how to detect the double-spending attacks and find the
adversary’s address. We introduce two methods to detect the attack and find the
adversary’s address perfectly. When the adversary’s address is found, we assume
that the address is broadcasted to all users, and then the adversary’s address is
rejected by all users. An adversary can not profit unless the maximum expected
utility he can gain from a single attack exceeds the cost of breaking the κ-tamper
proof wallet.

Note that the following two detection methods require that the receiver be
online at the time of receipt. Conversely, the payer does not need to be online.

Definition 8 (Fork of transferred transactions).
Given two series of transactions initiated with the same escrow account ε ≺

· · · ≺ τ and ε ≺ · · · ≺ τ ′, the series of transactions are said to be ’fork’ if and
only if it satisfies both τ /Îτ ′ and τ ′ /Îτ .

Assume the users monitor the blockchain, and after the eligible ticket is regis-
tered in the blockchain, the users check the eligible ticket against the ticket they
have received.

Theorem 1 (Fork Detection). Double-spending attacks can be perfectly de-
tected by fork detection described in definition 8.

Proof. Assume there exists forked two series of transactions τ and τ̃ . Given τ
is eligible and registered in the blockchain, the user who has τ̃ reports double-
spending attack. The adversary’s address is confirmed from the latest common
prefix of τ and τ̃ . ut

Definition 9 (Collision of transferred transactions). Assume that each of
the u users has α (≥ 2) addresses. If an adversary sends at least two duplicated
tickets to any one of u users, the ’collision’ occurs.

We adopt a round scheme so that the adversary can not profit when the col-
lision is detected. We divide the ticket sending procedure into three rounds. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 9. Round 1) The adversary sends the tick-
ets to the honest payees. The payee checks the received tickets for the collisions.
Round 2) If the payee find the collision, broadcasts τ and τ̃ to the honest users.
Round 3) If the collision is not detected, the payee gives products or services to
the payer in return. If the collision is detected, the adversary’s address is rejected
and will never be accepted by all honest users.
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Adversary

Check for the collisions
Round 1.

Round 2.

Round 3.

if the collision detected,

Honest users
· · ·

broadcasts τ and τ̃ to honest users

1. τ, τ̃

3. Give something in return or Reject

Fig. 9: Collision detection round

Theorem 2 (Collision Detection). Let u be the number of users who partic-
ipate in transfer scheme. By collision detection and round scheme, the expected
utility of double-spending attack Ed is upper-bounded by the following inequality:

Ed ≤
√

u

e
β. (9)

Proof. As stated in the definition 9, we assume a uniform distribution where
each user has α addresses6. This must be the case where the adversary choose
uniformly l different addresses from the total of αu addresses. By the round
scheme, the adversary can not profit if a single user address is chosen more than
once.

Let p(l;u) be the probability that at least one user address is chosen more
than once. This probability is described as follows:

p(l;u) ≈ 1− e−
l2

2u . (10)

Assume that the adversary double-spent l tickets with a maximum value of β
per ticket. The adversary’s expected utility value is

Ed < max
l

{
lβ · (1− p(l;u))

}
. (11)

Thus, Ed is at most
√

u
eβ when l =

√
u. ut

In our transferable scheme, double-spending attack is perfectly detected and
the address used in the attack will be rejected by all users. Therefore, it is not
profitable for the adversary unless the cost of breaking a single tamper-proof
6 In reality, the number of addresses each user has is considered more likely to follow

exponential distribution. It is an unfavorable assumption that all user have the same
number of addresses α.
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wallet exceeds the maximum expected value gained by the attack. Specifically,
the adversary can not profit under the following conditions:√

u

e
β < Φ (12)

where Φ is the cost of breaking κ-tamper proof wallet.
As an example, consider the maximum expected utility value Ed with u =

1, 000, 000 and β = $100. Applying the equation 9 produces Ed / $60, 700.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce the first transferable decentralized probabilistic mi-
cropayment scheme and the proportional fee scheme. The feature of our scheme
is that the ticket is transferable. Therefore, the ticket winning probability can be
much smaller than the existing methods. Thus we can aggregate a larger num-
ber of transactions into one and can increase the blockchain throughput. Also,
the proportional fee scheme can make the transaction fee smaller via the lottery
ticket than on the blockchain.

Our scheme only assumes a tamper-proof device, and the ticket transfer pro-
tocol is simple, requiring only a digital signature. The tamper-proof assumptions
can be achieved by SE (Secure Elements) such as SIM cards, which are widely
used in Smartphones. Since the computational resources of SE are limited, the
concern arises that it is not impractical to perform all operations in the SE. In
our scheme, the operations to be performed in the SE can be limited to the pre-
vention of double-spending. On the other hand, operations that are not related
to double-spending prevention can be executed in the regular application area.
Therefore, since the use of SE’s computational resources can be minimized, it
would be feasible to realize our scheme on mobile devices such as smartphones.
Specifically, the operations to be performed in the SE are checking whether a
ticket is valid, creating a key pair, and signing at the time of money transfer. On
the regular application side, the operations are performed to avoid duplicated
tickets (e.g., collision and fork detection) and check for winning tickets.

We consider that our transferable scheme is not a singular way of transferable
lottery tickets but a system similar to the circulation of paper and coins issued
by central banks. We will use blockchain to achieve this. We believe that our
scheme can be applied not only to micropayments but also to high-value payment
transactions.
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